Volquartsen Introduces Camo Editions of Their Black Mamba Pistol
Carroll, IA
The Black Mamba was introduced in 2019 and is the latest addition to the Volquartsen Firearms pistol
lineup.
Volquartsen has now introduced Black Camo and Arctic Camo editions of this highly sought-after pistol.
Custom colors and patterns are also available.
Competition ready in a push-button takedown configuration. Nothing strikes with the speed and agility
of the Black Mamba.
The Black Mamba combines features from the Volquartsen Scorpion 22 LR Target Pistol along with the
push-button takedown functionality of the Ruger MK IV 22/45 frame.
The Black Mamba features the Volquartsen LLV Competition Upper designed with a stainless steel
barrel, stainless steel breech, and housed in an aluminum shroud. This design provides match grade
accuracy in a lightweight package. Available in a 4.5" or 6" barrel length. The integral Picatinny rail on
top and bottom is standard.
The Volquartsen Competition Bolt with DLC coating ensures smooth operation and functioning whether
it's a day of plinking at the range or competing at the highest level.
The Black Mamba build utilizes a Ruger MK IV 22/45 frame that has been retrofitted with the
Volquartsen Accurizing Kit providing a crisp, clean 2.25 lb. trigger pull. The frame has all been fitted with
a Volquartsen magazine release which slightly raises the magazine and when used in conjunction with
their magazine base pads (included standard) eliminates feeding issues.
For complete details, options, and product specifications please visit
https://volquartsen.com/products/1299-black-mamba
About Volquartsen Firearms
Volquartsen Firearms engineers the world's finest rimfire rifles, pistols and parts. We recognize that
"handcrafted" doesn't always mean "well-crafted", and that "Made in the USA" doesn't always equate
to quality. It's why we're proud our guns and parts are designed and engineered to the highest
standards, in Carroll, IA — using only the best possible materials and technologies.
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